Abstract—The transition to low-carbon electrical grids has enabled a rapid growth in offshore wind energy. In the meantime, producing green hydrogen from offshore wind farms has also gained wide attention in recent years. Among many challenges, energy transferring from offshore wind farms (especially for those in deep water) to the shoreline infrastructure has been explored in various ways. In this paper, unmanned surface hydrogen ships are explored as mobile energy resources to replace hydrogen pipelines to transfer hydrogen generated from offshore wind farms in deep water, in conjunction with unmanned battery ships for electricity transmission. The hydrogen/battery ships could charge from offshore wind farms and discharge their energy when plugged-in to the terrestrial grid or onshore hydrogen infrastructure. The schedules of the ships are optimized based on the offshore wind farm generation, weather conditions, and ship sailing timing. Results showed that by combining the hydrogen ship, battery ship, and onsite hydrogen storage tanks, more than 99% of the offshore wind farm generation could be successfully transmitted to the shore side infrastructure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Offshore wind energy has been growing fast in recent years due to the decreasing cost of installation, needs of energy security, and environmental concerns. The global capacity of offshore wind power has been continuously increased from 3 GW in 2010 to 23.3 GW in 2018, achieving an average increase of 29.2% annually [1]. The projected offshore wind power capacity in Europe will reach to 450 GW in 2050 [2], and the U.S. has announced a goal to deploy 30 GW of offshore wind by 2030 [3].

Electricity generated by offshore wind farms is generally transmitted to shore-side power grids using submarine cables that run from an offshore substation to onshore, grid-connected substations. The power transmission system usually connects to submarine cables with a 138-230 kV range (20–30 cm in diameter) to integrate the offshore wind farm to terrestrial networks [4]. From an environmental point of view, the installation and operation of submarine power cables may cause pollution or harmful changes to the marine environment [5]. Specifically, electric and magnetic fields of power cables in deep water that are known to be more sensitive to environmental changes, raise concerns about their environmental impacts, since many marine organisms have magneto and electroreception abilities for vital purposes [6].

The integration of offshore wind farms and hydrogen production has been explored recently in the literature [7]. Hydrogen can fulfill the role of energy storage and even act as an energy carrier, since it has a much higher energy density than batteries and can be easily stored. Hydrogen could also be used in a variety of industry processes [8]. Hydrogen has shown the potential to be combined with offshore wind farms, which helps address challenges such as the high installation cost of electrical transmission systems [9], [10]. Offshore hydrogen pipelines have been assessed as a cost-effective way for transporting energy for large-scale and distant wind farms [11], [12]. The optimal design and economic analysis of an offshore wind-hydrogen system have been studied in [13], [14]. Green hydrogen production from offshore wind has also been investigated for ship refueling [15]. However there exist several barriers in deploying large-scale pipelines for hydrogen transport [16], such as the balance between safety and cost-effectiveness.

Alternatively, several studies have evaluated the effectiveness of hydrogen transferring by ships. For example, cargo ships were explored in [17] for transporting hydrogen tanks to participate in the optimization of offshore wind-hydrogen systems in deep water. An economic feasibility model of hydrogen production, storage, transportation, conversion, and treatment was analyzed in [18], where hydrogen ships were used for transportation. Yan et al. [19] showed that hydrogen ships could deliver the generated hydrogen with a high economic efficiency compared to the pipelines. d’Amore Domenec et al. [20] found that using ships to transport liquid hydrogen has a higher energy transport efficiency for large offshore wind farms. While most of exiting work focuses on the design and safety of hydrogen ships, less work has been explored on the optimization of the energy system operation.

An alternative way for integration of offshore wind farms is to leverage autonomous hydrogen and battery ships to transmit offshore wind electricity. The generated power from offshore wind farms could be stored in battery ships or used to produce clean hydrogen, and the automated unmanned vessels could sail to the shore and connect to the power grid or hydrogen infrastructure. The potential of deploying ships as energy vessels to transfer power of offshore wind farms
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to the electrical grid, has recently received more attention [14]. For example, a robust optimization model was developed in [21] to optimize the day-ahead operations and ship-to-shore load schedules. The dynamic feasibility of connecting shipboard power systems to the grid has been assessed in [22]. A fast charging system for the battery ships was evaluated in [23], [24] for transmitting offshore wind energy to the grid. For example, Smolenski et al. [25] present an approach of ship-to-shore and shore-to-ship system synchronization, which used power converters to provide high dynamics of the synchronization and soft load transferring process, especially under distorted ship voltage conditions.

To further evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of using unmanned vessels for the transfer of offshore wind energy, this paper co-optimizes the operations of offshore wind farms and hydrogen/battery ships. Figure 1 shows the overall framework of integrating an offshore wind farm with unmanned hydrogen/battery ships. The problem is formulated as a mixed-integer linear programming problem, with the goal of maximizing the energy transfer from offshore farms to on-land infrastructure, by considering the vessel voyaging constraints, ports management on the shore side, operational constraints of the battery and hydrogen electrolyzer systems during the long-term operation of the hydrogen and battery ships.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the overall framework of the integration of offshore wind farms using battery/hydrogen ships. Section III shows the results of a case study with different battery and hydrogen ships scheduling strategies. Section IV concludes the paper and discusses potential future works.

II. UNMANNED VESSEL SCHEDULING FOR OFFSHORE WIND INTEGRATION

The hydrogen or battery ships could transfer the generated power from offshore wind farms to the grid or the hydrogen infrastructure. Batteries of a large marine vessel could also be used as back-up supplies, to meet peak demand during disruptive events (e.g., natural disasters) and to manage uncertainties in the network with high penetrations of renewable energy [26]. The main objective function of the vessel scheduling is to maximize the transmission of offshore wind energy. Since the output of the wind farm is varying over time, the charging time for the battery ships and refilling time for hydrogen tankers would be uncertain. By considering the voyaging constraints of the vessels and discharging time in the shore side, the objective function of the optimization problem could be formulated as follow:

$$\min \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{s=1}^{N_s} \sum_{h=1}^{N_h} (W(t) - E_h(t) - E_s(t))$$

where $W(t)$ is the generated power from the offshore wind farm in each hour, $s$ is the index of the number of battery ships, $t$ is the index of the time horizon of the study, and $h$ is the index of the number of hydrogen ships. $E_s(t)$ and $E_h(t)$ represent the stored energy in the battery vessels and consumed power of the electrolyzer for the hydrogen ships at time $t$, respectively. The mathematical formulation of energy vessel voyaging constraints is provided as follows.

A. General Voyage Constraints

1) Cruising speed: Energy vessels usually sail at the cruising speed, which is referred to as the service speed. Cruising speed is generally slower than the high speed, which prepares a smooth and efficient voyage. The speed of the energy vessel can be defined by its operating modes such as cruising, acceleration, and approaching to the harbor. The vessel can move through a secure speed range (2) for safe and efficient sailing [25].

$$x_v^{rate} \leq v_s(t) \leq \pi_v^{rate}$$

where $x_v$ and $\pi_v$ are the minimum and maximum speed ratio to the rated ship speed $v_{rate}$, respectively.

2) Cruise voyaging distance: The cruising distance is modeled in (3), which is formulated based on the ship speed multiplying by the corresponding time. In addition, the necessity for departure from or arrival at certain seaports forces the energy vessel to modify their traveled distance from the rated distance at each time step [27], as modeled in (4).

$$D_s(t) = D_s(t-1) + v_s(t)\Delta t$$

$$x_rD_s^{rate} \leq D_s(t) \leq \pi_rD_s^{rate}$$

where $x_r$ and $\pi_r$ are the minimum and maximum distance ratio to the rated cruising distance $D_s^{rate}$, respectively. The total cruising distance depends on the voyaging speed of the energy vessel. In addition, the voyaging distance is formulated as the accumulated distance at each hour, as represented in (3). Furthermore, the departure and arrival of the energy vessel are uncertain. Hence, the distance coverage constraints at the port departure/arrival times are considered in the voyage scheduling, as given in (4).

3) Vessel propulsion load: Electric propulsion systems have been becoming popular in the design of future vessels. In this study, an electric propulsion system is considered for the energy vessel movement, where the electric motors are responsible for energy vessel voyaging. The corresponding power consumption is mathematically formulated as a linear function of its speed, as shown in (5).

$$P_{PL}(t) = \alpha_{PL}(v_s(t)) + \beta_{PL}$$
where $\alpha_{PL}$ and $\beta_{PL}$ are the linear and constant parameters between the propulsion loads and ship cruising speed, respectively. It is worth mentioning that (5) is crucial to the energy management of the energy vessel, since the arrival time of the energy vessel could be modified by adjusting the vessel speed, and different vessel speeds result in various propulsion power demands.

4) Energy vessel sailing constraints: Equation (6) ensures that the ship is only in one mode of the operation at each time, either moving (sailing) or connecting to a node (operating) at any time.

$$\sum_{n=1}^{N} L_{snt} + \sum_{n=1}^{NP} L_{st}^M = 1; \forall s, \forall t \in T$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $L_{snt}$ is the status of the $s^{th}$ ship in bus $n$ at time $t$. If it is located at bus $n$, $L_{snt}$ is 1; otherwise, it is 0. The parameter of $L_{st}^M$ represents the sailing status of the $s^{th}$ battery/hydrogen ship at time $t$: 1 if the vessel is connected to node $n$; otherwise, 0. Vessels entering and departing constraints are formulated in (7) and (8), respectively. Furthermore, Eq. (9) guarantees that the ship cannot enter and depart at the same time.

$$L_{snt}^D(t) \geq L_{snt}(t-1) - L_{snt}(t); \forall s \in S$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$L_{snt}^E(t) \geq L_{snt}(t) - L_{snt}(t-1); \forall s \in S$$ \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$L_{snt}^E(t) + L_{snt}^D(t) \leq 1; \forall s \in S$$ \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $L_{snt}^D$ and $L_{snt}^E$ are the entrance and departure status of the $s^{th}$ ship at time $t$, respectively. The value is 1 if the ship is connected to node $n$, otherwise 0.

B. Hydrogen Electrolyzer System Constraints

The hydrogen electrolyzer and operational constraints of the hydrogen vessels are formulated in this section. The objective of the scheduling of hydrogen ships is to maximize the energy transferring between offshore wind farms and the on-land infrastructure. Hydrogen ships need to consider cruising speed, cruise voyaging distance, propulsion load, and ship sailing constraints as described in Section II-A. In addition to these constraints, several other constraints are also needed for the hydrogen ship.

1) Capacity constraints: Because producing hydrogen from wind energy involves the conversion between energy carriers, the electrolyzer units need to be installed in the energy transmission system. In this study, the electrolyzer is installed offshore and the output depends on the power output of the wind farms. In order to avoid any interruption in the production of hydrogen, when the vessels are sailing, a hydrogen storage tank on the offshore side could be considered. The capacity constraints of the hydrogen electrolyzer are listed below:

$$C_{el} \leq C_{el} \leq \overline{C}_{el}$$ \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$C_{tank} \leq C_{tank} + C_{Storage} \leq \overline{C}_{tank}$$ \hspace{1cm} (11)

where $C_{el}$ and $C_{tank}$ are the capacity of the electrolyzer and tanks on the hydrogen ships, respectively, and $C_{Storage}$ is the capability of the offshore hydrogen storage tank. $\underline{C}$ and $\overline{C}$ are the lower and upper limits of the facilities, respectively.

2) Energy conversion ratio: Unlike the charging and discharging efficiency of battery ships, hydrogen ships have to convert electricity to hydrogen by the electrolysis of water, and the conversion rate of electricity to hydrogen has to be considered in the model.

$$M_{h}(t) = E_{h}(t) \times E^{ratio}(t)$$ \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $E^{ratio}$ is the conversion ratio between electricity (kWh) to hydrogen (Kg). $E_{h}$ and $M_{h}$ are the hourly electricity used to produce hydrogen and the amount of hydrogen produced, respectively.

3) Energy balance: All electrical energy used to produce hydrogen should be less than or equal to the rated power of the wind farm at all time steps.

$$\sum_{s=1}^{E} P_e \leq P_{wind}; \forall t \in T$$ \hspace{1cm} (13)

where $P_e$ and $P_{wind}$ are the electrolyzer and wind farm rated power, respectively.

C. Battery Energy System Constraints

In addition to the general voyage constrained described in Section II-A, additional operational constraints of the battery ships are considered. Each type of battery has a particular set of constraints related to its charging and discharging limits, and charging/discharging control strategy. The battery ship in this study is assumed to have lithium-ion batteries. The charging and discharging limits of the batteries are formulated as follows.

$$PB_{s}^{DCH} \leq PB_{s}(t) \leq PB_{s}^{DCH}$$ \hspace{1cm} (14)

where $PB$ is the output power of the battery ship in the discharging status when it is connected to the power grid. The same constraints are applied for the charging status of the battery ship in the offshore wind farm charging side.

The ship energy capacity is the total amount of energy that can be stored in one battery ship. The power capacity is the maximum amount of power that a battery can be charged or discharged. Equation (15) shows the energy capacity of the battery ship at each time step.

$$E_{s}(t) = E_{s}(t-1) - PB_{s}(t) \times ER$$ \hspace{1cm} (15)

where $ER$ is total battery energy ratio.

To define the charge and discharge rates of a battery system, the battery capacity (in Ah) is divided by the number of hours taken to charge/discharge the battery. For example, if a battery system has the capacity of 500 Ah and it takes 20 hours to completely discharge the battery, then the discharge rate is defined as 500 Ah / 20 h = 25 A. Thus, based on the input and output current of the battery system, the charging/discharging time of the battery could be calculated. The minimum time
that the battery vessel is connected to the grid (or the offshore wind farm) is presented as follows.

\[ BC_s / I_{in}^{wind}(t) = T_{s}^{disch} \]  \hspace{1cm} (16)

\[ L_{sn}(t) \leq L_s(t + T_{DCH}(s,e)) \]  \hspace{1cm} (17)

\[ T_{DCH}(s,e) = \begin{cases} 
  e, & e \leq T_{s}^{disch} \\
  0, & e > T_{s}^{disch} 
\end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (18)

\[ BC_s / I_{out}^{shore}(t) = T_{s}^{char} \]  \hspace{1cm} (19)

\[ L_{s}^{B}(t) + L_s(t + T_{CH}(s,e)) \leq 1 \]  \hspace{1cm} (20)

\[ T_{CH}(s,e) = \begin{cases} 
  e, & e \leq T_{s}^{char} \\
  0, & e > T_{s}^{char} 
\end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (21)

where \( T_{s}^{disch} \) and \( T_{s}^{char} \) are the minimum discharging and charging time of the battery ship, respectively. \( BC_s \) is the capability of the battery vessel, and \( I_{in}^{wind} \) is the input current to the vessel from the offshore wind farm, which is dependent on the output of the wind farm. The parameter of \( I_{out}^{shore} \) is the output current of the battery vessel on the shore side. When the battery ship is connected to the offshore wind farm to be charged again, the total input energy to the battery ship will be restricted to the hourly output of the wind farm. Equations (16)-(21) model the time charging limits of the battery ship on the offshore wind farm side.

III. CASE STUDY: SIMULATION RESULTS

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed unmanned surface vessels for offshore wind integration, a case study is designed to transfer output power of an offshore wind farm to the coastal area. In this case study, the total installed offshore wind power capacity is assumed to be 380 MW. The distance of the wind farm from the shore is assumed to be 50 miles. The minimum and maximum sailing velocities of the vessels are 35 and 55 miles per hour, respectively. The power generation of the offshore wind farm is simulated based on data collected by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from the onshore Blue Creek Wind Farm. Modifications have been applied to scale up the onshore wind farm power output to represent offshore wind farm power generation. Figure 2 shows the power output profile of the offshore wind farm during the chosen sample week, represented as the blue curve. To evaluate the effectiveness of different unmanned vessels for transferring offshore wind energy, the following two scenarios are simulated and compared, using: (i) one hydrogen ship in conjunction with offshore hydrogen storage systems, and (ii) one battery ship and one hydrogen ship.

A. Connection of offshore wind farm with a hydrogen ship

An electrolyzer receives power to split water into hydrogen and oxygen. Hydrogen is stored in the tanker of the hydrogen vessels and transferred to shore. To determine the optimal size of the electrolyzer, a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) problem is formulated in the REopt [28], an open-source techno-economic tool developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, and solved by the FICO Xpress solver [29]. The result shows that the optimal installed electrolyzer capacity for the wind farm is 290 MW, in order to maximizing the hydrogen production from the wind power. Two hydrogen storage tanks with a capacity of 50 tons each are considered: one at the offshore wind farm site and one on the hydrogen ship. The electrolyzer rate of producing hydrogen is 20.84 kg/MWh. On average, it takes 12 hours for the hydrogen tank on the site to be filled up. With the two hydrogen storage systems, there is no interruption in producing hydrogen from the wind farm, even during the ship sailing. When the hydrogen ship is on voyaging, the hydrogen would be stored in the offshore tank to be transferred later.

As depicted in the Fig. 2, the orange areas are the power consumption of the electrolyzer to convert electricity to hydrogen. The yellow areas represent the produced hydrogen to be stored in the onsite tank, when the hydrogen vessel is delivering hydrogen at the shore side. By optimizing the schedules of hydrogen vessels and onsite tank, the hydrogen ship could deliver over 97% of the generated energy from the offshore wind farm.

B. Connection of offshore wind farm with hydrogen and battery ships

In this scenario, in addition to the hydrogen ship and onsite hydrogen tanks, a battery ship is added to help transfer the energy. The battery system has a great capability to discharge a large amount of power to the terrestrial network in a short duration of time to help the stability and reliability of the system. The battery ship can also help store sudden peak energy generation from the offshore wind farm and decrease the wind power curtailment. The integration of the battery ship to the power grid could be flexible, depending the grid operational conditions. Especially during disruptive events such as disasters, the battery ship could quickly sail to the affected area to help restoration, thereby enhancing the power grid resilience. On the other hand, the hydrogen ship can store enormous amount of energy compared to battery systems and improve the long-term power network operation. The optimal voyaging of the battery ships is subject to the output of the wind farm and the charge/discharge rates of
the batteries. In this study, the maximum charging rate of the battery ship is assumed to be 58 MW/hr. The negative zone of the diagrams refers to the charging amount of the energy vessels at the offshore wind farm site, and the positive areas represent delivering and discharging energy to the shore grid. As shown in Fig. 3, during hours where the power output of the wind farm is more than the capability of the electrolyzer, the battery ship could be charged (green areas) to maximize the energy transfer capability. The efficiency of the transmitted energy between the two scenarios is compared in Table I during the entire simulated week. It is observed that by combining the hydrogen ship, battery ship, and onsite hydrogen storage tanks, 99.81% of the offshore wind farm generation could be successfully transmitted to the shore side infrastructure.

### IV. Conclusion

Offshore wind farms in deep water could generate more energy, which is critical for countries surrounded by deep coastal waters. However, the deep water makes it challenging to use submarine cables (or pipelines) to transfer the wind energy to the shore with electricity (or hydrogen energy) carriers. In this paper, an unmanned surface vessel strategy was proposed to leverage battery and/or hydrogen ships for transferring offshore wind energy to the seaport infrastructure. Two energy transferring scenarios have been explored in this study by leveraging vessels and onsite hydrogen storage systems. In the first studied scenario, hydrogen electrolyzers are used produce green hydrogen from the offshore wind farm, and one hydrogen ship in conjunction with offshore hydrogen storage systems are utilized for energy transferring. In the second studied scenario, a battery ship is added to help transfer the energy. The integration of the battery ship to the power grid could help enhance the reliability and resilience of the shoreline power grid during disruptive events. Results show that by combining the hydrogen ship, battery ship, and onsite hydrogen storage tanks, 99.81% of the offshore wind farm generation could be successfully transmitted to the shore side infrastructure.

Battery and hydrogen ships for transmitting offshore wind power could be a promising solution for countries surrounded by deep coastal water, but the technology remains in a relatively early stage of development, which needs to be further evaluated by considering more factors. For example, potential future work will (i) evaluate the economic benefits of using unmanned vessels, and (ii) take into account the uncertainties in the voyaging and study their impacts on the scheduling of energy vessels.
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### TABLE I

Comparing the energy delivery efficiency between the two scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Generated/transmitted</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wind farm power generation</td>
<td>37,376 MWh</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen ship &amp; onsite tanks</td>
<td>36,307 MWh</td>
<td>97.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen and battery ships</td>
<td>37,318 MWh</td>
<td>99.81%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3: The scheduling of hydrogen and battery ships based on the weekly offshore wind farm power output


